Rv battery box

RV Web Network is reader-supported. When you purchase through our links, we may earn a
commission. Learn more. Without them, your RV appliances will need to be hooked up with a
power line constantly for you to enjoy them. But with a good deep cycle battery, you will be able
to store enough power to run your appliances even on an off-grid setup. However, in order for
batteries to perform optimally, it needs to be protected against elements and external forces
that could potentially damage it. This is the reason why you need to get the best RV battery box.
But before you purchase one, you need to learn a great deal about this particular item. This is to
determine which one will provide your battery the best level of protection it truly deserves. In
addition, this is to prevent you from buying a substandard product. If this is your first time
researching a deep cycle battery box, we have all the information that you need. I was skeptical
to purchase another battery box for my RV, but this is exactly what I needed! From the outside,
the overall molded plastic seems heavy-duty. The handles on the side are pretty durable and the
wide grip makes it easier for me to carry it around for battery relocation. Another nice thing I
like about this product is the snap-lock lid. It came with a strap that completely holds the battery
box down to the floor or in place. Aside from that, it also has a hardware mount which is perfect
for permanent installation. The adjustable divider allows various battery sizes to fit in, this is
why I recommend getting the product as you have choices to fit in batteries from group 24 and
group 27, 6-volt batteries and UI batteries. This keeps the batteries from sliding from side to
side. I wonder why they indicated that in their listing. What I love most is its sturdiness. It is
amazing that it maintains impact resistance in extreme weather conditions down to degrees F.
Unlike the other battery boxes I tested before, the full-flow of ventilation is superb! It makes me
feel safe when the battery gets to breathe and gases are released safely on its multiple exit
points. It also has four locations for wirings and the gaps on the lid make it easy for me to run
cables on all corners. This also has acid resistance reservoirs that safely capture battery leaks.
This feature will definitely prolong the battery life, saving me more money in the long run. The
efficiency of the Attwood Group 27 Battery Box is excellent since I was able to use it for my
deep cycle batteries for years and it really held up well. With its new larger capacity, I can say I
like this better than the ones sold by other retailers. I like that this vented battery box for RV
keeps my batteries protected on balmy winters and warm summers. Since I usually store one of
my RVs for months during the winter, bringing and charging the batteries at home is fairly easy
with the big handles. The extremely tough material keeps it from moisture and from being easily
drained. I love how the small vents are situated on top and on the side because they easily let
the hydrogen gas harmlessly escape. No issues on the lid since it stays in place using the
sturdy strap which is great. Speaking of sturdiness, I can never go wrong with this product. The
hold-down straps alone are reliable enough to resist pounds of force. But even though the
straps are pretty strong, the buckles are flimsy! I had to get it replaced, which was a shame.
Since I had this dual vented battery box mounted inside my RV, there is no need to seal the
hole. I think it has to be covered if installed outside the vehicle especially on wet or rainy days.
This way, you can expect to have a longer battery life which means saving extra dollars. With its
practical but extremely tough design, I was able to attach cables while the battery is inside. I
only used small cables so drilling holes is no longer necessary. I just made sure that wires are
connected to the right terminals for safety. The notches also allow me to run the cables either
on the sides or at the front. I disposed of the original boxes which were damaged during a job
relocation. I kept them in the garage while searching for a durable battery box. My wife
surprised me with this Camco Regular Battery Box last month. I installed it at once and we hit
the road the day after. It looks like a basic battery box but it really does a great job in keeping
my batteries protected. They are no longer greasy and so far no acid leaks. I used a corrosion
inhibitor to fully clean the terminals and the floor compartment. I love how nice and secure my
batteries sit inside. Another nice thing I like about this RV dual 12v battery box is that it is made
of polypropylene plastic. I noticed that it is resistant to absorbing moisture. The robust material
makes it heat resistant too and is generally considered safe. It is pretty easy to carry around
and gaining access to my batteries is as simple as lifting the lid off. And the RV battery cover is
perfect enough to stay in place. The package came with a woven strap and bracket. I mounted it
to keep the bottom section from being lifted out. It also saves me time because the cables can
come out from either two of the corners. That will be helpful should I need to relocate the
batteries or if it needs to get serviced. I believe that one of the factors which contribute to a
higher life expectancy of batteries is how they are stored. This is a beauty! My 6-volt golf cart
battery fits in nicely and it matches the color of my travel trailer. My wife and I love camping, so
I replaced my old plastic battery box with this aluminum diamond plated lockbox. I like how it
does not trap moisture or fumes. It is holding up pretty well after 3 years of dry camping at
random state parks. It was agitating to hear news about people stealing batteries around, right?
So I thought I have to keep the batteries safe and secure especially on camping trips. This is

another reason why I recommend this battery box to everyone. I love that this is engineered to
have the most secure lid which is completely reassuring when I think about theft. Looking at the
outside, it is such a stunner! There is a tab on the side to lock it and on the upper part is a
thumb hole to slide the top cover open. I got a heavy lock for additional security. It is tidy on the
inside, there are slots on the bottom to hold down the batteries. It is a nice feature to keep the
batteries in place especially on bumpy roads. It also has two aluminum pieces to lift up the
battery off the floor. On the back part are three optional knockouts to run battery cables which
are very nice. What I did was cover it extra with plastic, especially the lid part. My friends and I
love going outdoors, and this battery lock from Battery Shackle made me feel comfortable
during each camping night. After hearing several horror stories from campers losing their
batteries, I immediately made a decision to get one. This is a must-have item on travel trailers
with expensive batteries. This battery lock is so easy to install with no tools required, typically
under two minutes. Very user-friendly right? The slick, precision laser cut steel makes it smooth
and clean. It snugly fits over the battery box giving it a neat appearance. It came with three
pieces of 2-inch sized padlocks. Something I am grateful for since I no longer have to shell out
money straight from my pocket. The sturdy locks are all keyed the same, to my relief. I think it is
resistant to corrosion and chemicals which makes it more durable than paint or other liquid
coatings. It keeps the rust away and extends the life of the shackle itself. This does not add
unnecessary weight to the tow hitch which is a huge plus. When I need access, I only use my
padlock key and service the batteries. This kind of ease is clearly not available in any battery
shackles in the market nowadays. I have been looking for a durable battery box for days and
ta-da! I found this Powerhouse Battery Box online. I must say this is top-notch for my RV! After
trying several battery boxes in the past, this came close to what is ideal. What sets it apart from
other battery boxes is that it comes with a fancy strap and has two clamps to secure the strap.
The lovely strap style design really helps secure the top lid, the battery inside, and the bottom
of the box. Worry no more! Should the battery get damaged or worn out, gaining access is as
simple as removing the strap from the buckle and lifting the lid off. Making it easy-peasy to
remove the battery when charging and relocating too. I think the polypropylene plastic
construction will resist deterioration from rain, saltwater and battery leaks. Having this said, this
is a perfect match for people like me who enjoy camping and outdoor activities. I had to call
their customer service and ask for the other parts. They were nice to talk to, but why ship an
incomplete package in the first place. In any case, the battery box worked fine once I got
everything. I noticed that the lid has a cutout on each side, which corresponds to the positive
and negative posts on the battery. I was able to run my cables out nice and neat. Another
feature I like is the vented design of this battery box. It does allow potentially explosive battery
fumes to escape. Yeah, think about safety! The kit came with mounting brackets and a button
head Philips screws, ideal to permanently mount on your camper or your trailer. If you are
looking for an investment that can provide an extra layer of protection on winter snow and the
summer heat, then this one from VMAX can be suitable for you. I can say, this is the most
durable battery box I have ever used. Since it is adjustable to Groups 24, 27, 31, I can store my
portable charger and extra battery in it. I bring it to our camping trips too. Even my youngest
son was able to easily replace the worn-out battery because of its QuickLock cover. He said it
was an easy-on and easy-off cover. I often lose battery covers but since there are hold-down
holes molded in, to reinforce the handle I get to keep the entire box. The handles are of nice,
wide grip too. The older battery box I had has slim handles and it was a pain to carry around. I
usually store my lead batteries in the garage and some of them got totally ruined due to dust
and spillage. It was a total waste. Since I started using these battery boxes, I was able to save
money and contain the harmful acid leaks inside. I only used vent hoses, vent louvers, and
some basic plumbing supplies. I really love how it looked inside my RV, it was nice and clean.
The batteries are still cozy and warm. With these boxes, they are protected from the harsh
elements outside. Also, saves me time and energy on cleaning since it is low maintenance.
What I like the most about this LaVanture battery box is, it safely vents dangerous hydrogen
gases from the box compartment to the outside. I find it necessary because the RV is pretty
enclosed. Take note, that if not properly vented, the hydrogen build-up can cause damage to the
battery system or worse may even explode. That would be a disaster! The biggest downside to
this RV vented battery box is that it really just includes the battery box, it does not come with
the hardware! No screws and nuts were included, so I had to source these myself. Batteries are
some of the important parts of an RV. Now, if you want your battery to last long, you need to
protect it against destructive elements using a tough box. This box is usually referred to as a
battery box. However, buying a camper battery box is not as easy as it seems. If this is your first
time embarking on such a mission, you will surely get overwhelmed with a bulk of information
regarding this product. If you want to get the best RV battery box successfully, here are some

things that you need to bear in mind when shopping:. Plain box. This is the conventional plastic
or metallic battery box. It is lightweight and usually comes in black color. This is the cheapest
choice in the mix because it can be manufactured easily. Vented battery box for RV. This type of
battery box has a tubular vent that allows air to flow. Moreover, this design also allows you to
install the batteries inside the RV, giving you instant access any time you need it. Custom RV
battery box. As the name implies, this is a box with modified or customized features. The
purpose of the modifications is to accommodate various specifications that are not present in
the conventional battery boxes. Knowing all of these things is very important when shopping
for RV battery boxes. This way, you will be able to locate the right product that is highly suited
for your needs. A battery box is a piece of contraption that is used to protect the battery against
exposure to elements such as dust, liquid, and ultraviolet rays. It is usually made of plastic or
metal casing that is sturdy enough to withstand external pressure that would cause it to break.
Through your own DIY project, you can ensure that the battery box will pass your own strict
quality, security, and convenience standards. Battery boxes work by housing or isolating the
batteries. This way, the battery is protected against unintentional damages during travels such
as dust, ultraviolet rays, fluids such as water and oil. Aside from that, the battery box can help
prevent the batteries from being exposed to other leaking batteries. It also protects the battery
inside against other physical damages during transition or movement on the road. As we all
know, it is impossible to completely stop the items on the RV from moving or shifting during
travel. With this, you can help your battery from being damaged. There is no specific design for
battery boxes. They are all designed according to your needs. Seasoned RV owners may
consider choosing the right battery box an easy task, but a complete beginner will find it
overwhelming. Imagine this: a strong but lightweight metallic dual RV battery box with an
excellent locking mechanism. Not only will you be able to store your batteries safely but also
other related items such as tools, jacks, and power tools as well. Although not another type, any
of the aforementioned box types can also be modified to become a battery box for 2 12v
batteries, which is then called a double battery box, or dual battery box. Amateur or beginner
RV owners certainly have a lot of things to learn about RVing. This includes choosing the right
battery box for RV. These days, there are numerous choices in the market. But if this is really
your first time encountering these products, you will definitely have a hard time knowing why
you need one in the first place. Knowing the benefits of having a good battery box will give you
an idea about the right brand that you should pick for your RV. Aside from that, it gives you an
idea about how to look for specific features that will be useful for you. This can also prevent the
batteries from colliding with one another. There are many ways to attach the battery box to the
trailer. First is by bolting the battery box. Another way of securing the box is by using an
industrial-strength Velcro. This particular method of attaching the battery box should only be
temporary. Caring for your RV trailer battery box is a task that you should accomplish regularly.
If there is any issue, be sure to check the manual to determine the proper way of taking care of
your battery box. Although some people allow their batteries to be exposed to all the elements,
it is not a good practice if you want yours to last a long time. An RV battery box is not really a
heavy investment if you look at it this way. Your own preference will determine the best RV
battery boxes that you will need. This is the reason why you should learn more about this
product more in order to choose the right one. Also, you can compare the information provided
above with your own observation. Are the descriptions of the features of each brand of battery
boxes match with your own inspection? This way, you can decide whether that particular brand
of the battery box will be useful for your needs or not. Attwood Group 27 Battery Box 3. Camco
Regular Battery Box 4. Powerhouse Battery Box 7. The strap buckle mechanism was difficult to
open and close when I first used it. I highly recommend this product to everyone who wants to
protect their size group batteries and automotive from impact, as well as leaking of battery acid
and contaminants. Made of high-quality material Good value for money Sturdy strap secures the
box Easy to use and maintain. The plastic strap buckle is not strong enough. This Attwood
battery box is the perfect choice for me. It provides preferable benefits that I never got from
regular battery boxes before. Most importantly, the price of this is unbeatable. The strap design
is not durable. This RV dual battery box vented product exceeded my expectations! The
protection the box provides on my batteries is first-rate. I will purchase the same brand for
future use and would definitely recommend this box to a friend. The box itself is not waterproof.
Despite that, I still think the design is perfect for a secure travel trailer battery storage. The
design is great and secure. I would definitely purchase this camper battery box again if needed.
Protects battery from theft Made of solid steel construction Easy to install and no tools required
Built by certified welders in the US. One of the locks had the guts out. So far, we still have the
same battery. Made of high-quality polypropylene plastic Can withstand impact and battery acid
Lightweight and good value for money Includes strap and mounting brackets with screws.

Securing the strap can be tricky. The Powerhouse battery box is indeed an ultimate solution for
protecting my batteries. If you are looking for one, add this to your cart now. Fits battery group
sizes 24 to 31 Meets the requirements of the U. I would definitely purchase this battery box
again if I need another one. I am very pleased because it does the job well! Battery Box is top
vented Installing the box is fairly simple Constructed using tough Polypropylene plastic Units
are installed and vented outside the unit for easy access. Nevertheless, these battery boxes are
still in great shape securing the batteries inside. Otherwise, so far, so good. On the road, the
battery bank is all that keeps appliances of recreational vehicles operational. To protect the
batteries, different RVers tend to have different ideas in mind but once it comes to utility,
battery box is second to none. By storing batteries of your rig in boxes, you could shield them
from outdoor elements and physical impacts which optimize the longevity of their cells. With
boxes for RV batteries coming in all sizes and shapes, enthusiasts of RVing never have a
shortage of options. Learn more. RV battery boxes are lightweight protective cases and trays
designed to prolong the life of the camper charging system by protecting it from weather
damage, outdoor elements like water, gasoline, other accidental acid spills that might leak into
your engine compartment and threaten to compromise the integrity of the RV battery. They
make transporting and storing batteries a breeze, so you can easily take them anywhere you go
for your camping trip. Despite of the fact that battery boxes for RV being typically lightweight,
they are usually made from heavy-duty polypropylene material that can shield the batteries from
all harmful liquids. Not only used for storing and securing your batteries, these boxes can also
protect you and your family from the unexpected dangerous charge. Protection : By making use
of battery boxes, RVers would be able to protect the batteries from an assortment of dangers.
That is a big plus considering the role of the battery bank in the operation of appliances of
recreational vehicles. Convenience : Battery boxes usually boast excellent portability so in
times of need, owners of recreational vehicles may move them around even with batteries
stored inside. Hence, by buying a battery box for RV. Organization : Instead of leaving batteries
by themselves, you could manage your battery banks more effectively and efficiently with
battery boxes. In addition, putting the batteries in battery boxes allow you to keep the inside of
your rig neat and tidy. Owing to the diversity in personal preference, the RV community is often
at odds about the best RV battery box. Being constructed using high-endurance plastics, Noco
HMBKS could take on repeated hits on the road without breaking apart. Being UV-resistant, the
battery box of Noco is also less vulnerable to sunlight than its contemporaries on the market.
Moreover, with a small build that weighs nothing, Noco HMBKS possesses tip-top handling
characteristics so relocating it is a walk in the park. Boasting an adjustable divider, HMBKS is
able to accommodate batteries of variable sizes and keep the battery bank secure. With the
vented lid, the Noco battery box effectively and efficiently removes fumes coming out from
batteries in use too. Needless to say, HMBKS is highly sought after by owners of recreational
vehicles that place safety above all and wish to travel with confidence. No cheapie stuff on this
one. I ordered it to make it easier to carry a pound deep-cycle battery for camping purposes.
Kind of dangerous to transport batteries loose in the camping gear in the back of your truck Top
locks in place solidly. Handles would hold up a pound battery if you wanted, no problem.
Comes with a very solid strap you can run through the handles for easier carrying, but I used it
instead to tie across the middle of the box because the side handles work fine. When I get to the
campsite, I just pull back the lid a bit and tap into the battery with my watt inverter. Power all
week, as they say. If you are looking for one heck of a solid battery box, you came to the right
place. Dependable and reliable, Camco could adapt to plenty of environments which makes it
particularly well-suited for year-round travels. With a woven hold-down strap as well as foot
clamps, features terrific stability in a wide range of arrangements. In addition to that, packing
extra headroom for battery terminals, the Camco battery box is compatible with many battery
types. Hence, of Camco earns a shower of praise from owners of recreational vehicles that own
a diversity of RV batteries. About construction, the battery box from Camco utilizes heavy-duty
polypropylene that provides endurance while keeping the overall weight down. As a result,
holds up over time and enthusiasts of RVing have no trouble moving it from spot to spot.
Unsurprisingly, various RVers that like to keep watch over batteries regard the battery box of
Camco as the best RV battery box on the market. Available at a reasonable price, Camco
matches typical shopping budgets. To reassure customers, Camco backs its RV battery case
with a one-year warranty too. If your fails within the warranty period due to manufacturing
defects, you could claim yourself a replacement free of charge. I have 2 6 volt Interstate
batteries in my Travel Trailer that have been a problem. Using two conventional battery boxes
posed a huge problem. They barely fit length wise and in using the regular boxes the handels
and wire entry points overlapped. I had to cut the handles off to get them to barely fit but this
allowed water to intrude into the boxes. I had planned on cutting the factory rack off and moving

it back further which would give some additional length but I dreaded getting started on the jof.
Number one it is never a good idea to weld to a factory frame. So I began searching for different
boxes without handles and different top configurations and ran across this one in my search.
The box fits perfectly in the rack and both batteries fit nicely in the box. I like the way the cable
entry points do not flare way out like the others. This was a great resolution to my problem and
saved me a ton of work. Want to keep your batteries secured with battery boxes that have high
levels of security? Upon purchase, the battery box from Battery Shackle is accompanied by
hardware with lock tabs and padlocks so securing the battery bank is a cinch. In terms of
installation, the setup process of the battery box made by Battery Shackle involves no tool and
that saves a lot of time. When installation concludes, Battery Shackle Battery Box would work
until the day it breaks without requiring much attention. That is why with the battery box of
Battery Shackle, you could reduce the time that you must spend on managing your RV batteries
and associated accessories. Last but not least, the Battery Shackle battery box is a low-priced
model so squeezing it into the spending plan is essentially a breeze. As proof of confidence,
Battery Shackle offers everyone that picks up its battery box a lifetime warranty that covers
defects. Someone stole the batteries off our travel trailer. We had a trip planned and realized our
batteries were stolen. Almost ruined our trip before we even left. We bought these battery locks
to stop future thefts. Work great. We decided to weld the shackles to the frame for extra
protection. Keeps the batteries nice and secure. If you have a travel trailer, I highly recommend
you get this product. Featuring fantastic diamond plate aluminum, DP27S-BL is capable of
protecting vehicle batteries from an assortment of physical impacts. Also, the battery box made
by RV Armor is corrosion-resistant so there is no need to bother about rust caused by the
element exposure. With knock outs for wires on three sides, the battery box of RV Armor
permits enthusiasts of RVing to reorient the battery bank at will. Furthermore, with dedicated
tabs for locks, the RV Armor battery box guarantees wonderful security for batteries of RVers
while traveling. Finally, unlike traditional battery boxes for recreational vehicles, DP27S-BL
never traps fumes inside which is a big plus. Well made and sturdy. Looks great in front of the
matching black diamond plate on my trailer. Only nit is the method of retaining the batteries.
However, the slots are very close together under the battery. As a result, even with the straps
tight, there is enough play that a tall battery could bounce up and short out against the lid if you
go over a big bump. They are now quite snug and can not short, even with the biggest bumps.
Purposely built to last and engineered for modern-day demands, Attwood Power Guard rarely
lets owners of recreational vehicles down. Possessing a heavy-duty body, the battery box of
Attwood smoothly deals with substantial deviations in temperature and acid spills. Needless to
say, Power Guard of Attwood is held in high esteem by lots of RVers, novices and veterans
alike. Power Guard boasts extended capacity, therefore, it could take care of two batteries at the
same time without difficulty. On arrival, the battery box made by Power Guard comes alongside
a nylon strap as well. That is why Attwood Power Guard tends to be well-received by
enthusiasts of RVing who want to own a securing RV dual battery box. Besides that, Power
Guard is simple to clean so keeping it in good shape is a walk in the park. Compared to its
market competitors, Attwood Power Guard is light so moving it into position for installation is
no sweat. Nice quality. Installed on camper trailer that had no box. Drilled 4 holes, used the
strap mounting hardware that is included and 4 stove bolts and lock washers that I already had
to install it. It was slightly larger than my battery. I just slipped a small piece of plywood on each
side of battery to keep it from moving there is nothing included to fasten the battery inside the
case. Worked well. Happy with the purchase. Able to limit movements of batteries and protect
the battery bank from most threats, HMBKS of Noco receives numerous compliments from the
RV community. Thanks to snap-in tabs, owners of recreational vehicles have no trouble
securing HMBKS and the batteries inside it. The battery box from Noco also packs integrated
handles so people could relocate it in a blink of an eye. Being impact-resistant, the battery box
of Noco would remain intact even when it experiences bumps on a daily basis. Additionally, the
properties of HMBKS allow it to take on various substances such as oil, gas, acid and more.
Since the Noco battery box is inexpensive, when it eventually breaks down, the cost of
replacement is quite low too. Noco HMBKS features a straightforward setup process so its
installation only lasts several minutes. With the wire sports, HMBKS speed up the wiring of
batteries which is nice if you have tight schedules. As an all-inclusive model, Noco HM comes
with pretty much everything that enthusiasts of RVing need in a box for batteries of recreational
vehicles. Boasting a combination of four corner fastening system and captive lid, the battery
box made by Noco takes a few minutes to position and secure. Moreover, since HM is
engineered with enlarged entry holes, RVers could run many high-gauge wires with relative
ease. Thus, with Noco HM, people have a wide range of options when orienting the battery bank.
Once it comes to air-circulation, HM contains a series of vents that facilitate airflow so it would

keep fumes from accumulating in the battery bank. The inclusion of battery reservoirs permits
the Noco battery box to collect acids spilling out of the cells too. Lastly, owing to the roomy
interior of HM, cramming a set of two batteries into it should be a cakewalk. Made with rough
use in mind, Noco HM handles hits like a champ and elements seldom give it noticeable
problems. With internal bumpers, the battery box from Noco minimizes the extent of vibration
that reaches the batteries on the road. Despite its plain appearance, of Seachoice is a solid
battery box for RV that delivers great values for its price. In addition, the battery box from
Seachoice comes with hold-down strap and mounting hardware that guarantee stability for
batteries. Because of that, Seachoice is prized by owners of recreational vehicles who must
navigate uneven grounds and wish to restrict the motion of the batteries. As for battery
capacity, the battery box made by Seachoice is created with the space to accommodate a single
battery. Featuring an easy-access lid, let enthusiasts of RVing check up on the battery bank of
RV at any time. Therefore, if you opt to head out Seachoice onboard, you would have no trouble
supervising the batteries of your rig. Aside from that, the battery box of Seachoice reaches that
market at an affordable price so its purchase would have insignificant effects on upcoming
spendings. In terms of post-purchase support, of Seachoice is backed with a one-year warranty
that brings peace of mind. So if your experiences issues out of the blue, you could request
assistance from Seachoice. You pass through coastal regions from time to time while traveling
and seek a robust battery box for RV that may tackle the corrosive elements? Then there is a
very high chance that you would come to like of Powerhouse. Packing a heavy-duty body with
sublime resistance against corrosion, the Powerhouse battery box remains uncompromised as
time passes by. Also, is not as prone to warping as with other battery boxes so enthusiasts of
RVing could insert and remove batteries smoothly for multiple seasons. Upon purchase,
Powerhouse comes with everything from mounting screws to securing straps which means
there is no need to invest in separate purchases for hardware. About affordability, of
Powerhouse costs little compared to the average battery boxes for recreational vehicles.
Regardless of your budget, you could buy the battery box made by Powerhouse without having
to cut back key expenses. Since it makes extensive use of polypropylene in the construction,
the battery box made by Lavanture Products is light but its ruggedness is still superb.
Additionally, MABS of Lavanture Products take up minor amounts of space so adding it to
recreational vehicles is just a walk in the park. Unlike classic battery boxes, MABS possesses a
top vent for fume removal so the level of safety is wonderful. Naturally, the battery box of
Lavanture Products gets positive remarks from owners of recreational vehicles that care about
well-being. With enough space to store a single battery, Lavanture Products MABS proves to be
suitable for rigs that only carry small-sized battery banks. Finally, being a flush-mount model,
MABS would need mere moments to set up and that saves considerable time. Put together with
a user-oriented approach, Powerhouse is known to be second to none in terms of convenience.
By placing entry holes at strategic locations, permits enthusiasts of RVing to get the wiring
done in a couple of minutes. Furthermore, with a low-profile body that is as light as a feather,
the Powerhouse battery box is highly portable. Therefore, owners of recreational vehicles that
have Powerhouse could manhandle their battery banks as they see fit which is convenient. For
endurance, the battery box from Powerhouse is created with high-strength polypropylene so
vibration causes negligible issues to it. The nature of makes it immune to corrosion caused by
elements in the outdoors too. Needless to say, the battery box of Powerhouse is well-liked by
those that hate having to fetch new boxes for the battery bank frequently. The battery box made
by Powerhouse is vented, thus, there is no need to worry about fumes being trapped inside. On
arrival, is accompanied by a reassuring one-year warranty. Possessing premium powder-coated
diamond plate, Torklift AR could deal with everything that the outdoors could throw at it. From
UV rays to heat, the metal battery box for traile r made by Torklift weather the elements with
relative ease. In addition to that, being lockable, AR is able to provide batteries of recreational
vehicles with top-notch security. Hence, for enthusiasts of RVing that desire a lockable battery
box with strength, Torklift AR is a good buy. In use, the sliding top of AR lets people quickly
access and inspect the battery bank on the road. With its generous capacity, the battery box
from Torklift would have an easy time accommodating sets of batteries as well. Though Torklift
AR is pricey, it boasts a fantastic lifespan so RVers could save money in the long run. Torklift
also willingly backs AR with a lifetime warranty that addresses manufacturing defects which
speak volumes about its quality. Light and compact, the battery box from Camco packs
commendable handling compared to most of its peers on the market. Moreover, being sold with
installation hardware, could be set up in a matter of minutes and there is no need to pick up
specialized tools. Because of that, Camco is favored by RVers who have little time to spare and
still want to outfit their vehicles with good battery boxes. Constructed using polypropylene,
marvelously withstands corrosive elements in the outdoors and its resistance against physical

impact is impressive as well. With the Camco battery box, optimizing the longevity of the
batteries of recreational vehicles should be a piece of cake. Designed with extra headroom,
Camco is capable of taking care of batteries of rigs as well as the attached terminals. Therefore,
owners of recreational vehicles seldom experience fitness difficulty as they place the battery
bank into and set up wiring. Being fully vented, Camco keeps the air around the RV batteries
moving continuously and that facilitates the dispense of fumes. With a body made from
heavy-duty polypropylene, Camco proves to be portable and rugged which leads to splendid
adaptability. Coming at a budget-friendly price, nicely fit the shopping budget of the average
owners of recreational vehicles as well. Thus, once it comes to cost-value, the battery box of
Camco is one of the leading models available for purchase on the market nowadays.
Additionally, since it was designed to suit the size of standard batteries, Camco never take up
much space on rigs. As for stability, the battery box made by Camco is accompanied by
securing straps and clamps upon purchase so holding it down is no sweat. Besides that,
featuring terrific vents on the lid, Camco ensures ventilation for the battery bank in a lot of
weather. As a result, fumes that come out of the vehicle batteries in the course of operation
would be swiftly removed. Camco happens to come to the market at a reasonable price, hence,
RVers could pick it up without having to rethink the entire spending plan. Similar to other RV
battery boxes from Camco, is backed with a one-year warranty. Employing vacuum-formed
plastic, MTS Products possesses wonderful resistance against outdoor elements but could still
be relocated at short notice. With vent hole on top and drain hole at the bottom, the MTS
Products battery box consistently removes harmful fumes without accumulating undesirable
substances. Because of that, work well in a wide range of arrangements and there is no need to
give it unique treatment. Also, MTS Products is assembled with enough space to accept a
battery of many types. Thanks to the undemanding setup process, take just minutes to install
and after that, years would pass before enthusiasts of RVing need to replace it. The design of
the battery box from MTS Products allows it to minimize the vibration that reaches the batteries
as the vehicles move between locations. Unusrspingly, RVers that travel around the year and
like to get the most out of their batteries think highly of As an economical mode, MTS Products
is a great match for plenty of shopping budgets. If your wallet is kind of tight but you still like to
own an RV battery box that lasts over time then is for you. RVers have many opinions about
what could be called the best RV battery box but to avoid purchasing unsuitable models, you
must memorize these criteria. Battery boxes come in various sizes and characteristics to
accommodate batteries of different dimensions. By using your batteries as guidelines, you
should be able to determine the suitability of a particular RV battery cover in a matter of
moments. That is going to reduce the time it takes to put together a decent shortlist. To boost
ventilation, a number of models contain built-in vents and others arrive with handles that permit
quick relocation. Think a bit about what you expect of your camper battery box and decide
accordingly. The last thing you want to get is an unsecured travel trailer battery box that those
with malicious intentions could easily break in and make away with your battery bank. Because
of that, to buy the best RV battery box for your rig, you have to give durability some thoughts.
By checking out the construction materials of a model, you would get a general idea about how
well it holds up as time passes by. Normally, you could tell whether a certain model is going to
give you a hard time on the road by examining its dimensions and weight. Among the many
battery boxes for RV in the range, Camco is a prime example. Regarding all-around operation,
Seachoice is one of the leading battery boxes in the range. As an all-inclusive model, Noco HM
usually stands out from other battery boxes for recreational vehicles in the range. Battery boxes
for trailers on the market come from multiple manufacturers but if you value reputability,
memorize the following names. Naturally, countless RVers from novices to veterans hold
battery boxes of Camco in high esteem. NOCO: By emphasizing adaptability and versatility,
Noco is capable of assembling solid battery boxes that consistently give a good account of
themselves in lots of conditions. Moreover, Noco models reach the market at reasonable prices
so they match the wallet of usual owners of recreational vehicles. All you need is a no-nonsense
RV battery storage box that lasts over time? Then Attwood is undoubtedly going to be your best
bet. For owners of recreational vehicles that spend most of the year traveling models from RV
Armor would be great options. Still, in the case that you need some pointers, take a look at
these steps. Step 1 : Disconnect the wires from the batteries. In the average arrangements,
batteries would be connected to two wires: one is positive and one is negative. Step 2 : Remove
the batteries. As a precaution, you should avoid touching the batteries of your rig with your
bare hands. Step 3 : Position the battery boxes: Since the dimensions of battery boxes
resemble that of batteries, you could place them right into your battery bank. When the
orientation seems ideal, proceed to secure the battery boxes to keep them from wiggling. Step 4
: Put batteries into battery boxes. Standard boxes come with some provisions that permit you to

hold down the batteries. The moment the battery bank is secured, re-wire the batteries. In these
reviews, we only include and recommend the best products with the highest ratings among
highly sold products on the market. Peter Wade is a co-ordinator and writer at His hobbies are
coffee, RV camping and photography. He now enjoys exploring the U. Peter provides a unique
look and insightful knowledge about the RV lifestyle, and fills his blog with everything from RV
camping guides to reviews about necessary RV accessories. Subscribe to our mailing list and
get interesting stuff and updates to your email inbox. Save my name, email, and website in this
browser for the next time I comment. Pin Share Tweet Share. Benefits of RV Battery Box? Best
RV Battery Boxes 1. Powerhouse Battery Box Torklift AR Battery Box Camco Battery Box Get
more stuff Subscribe to our mailing list and get interesting stuff and updates to your email
inbox. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Save my name, email, and website in this browser for the
next time I comment. Camco Battery Shackle. Attwood Power Guard Noco HM Seachoice
Powerhouse Torklift AR. MTS Products SmartRVing is supported by its audience. When you buy
via links on this site, we may earn an affiliate commission. Learn more. Batteries are essential
for an RV to function efficiently. Without your batteries, your RV electrical appliances need to be
always connected to a power line so that you can use them. With a good battery, you can store
adequate power for your electrical devices even when you are off-grid. One of the best ways to
assist is to make sure that it is always protected against the forces and elements of nature,
water, and anything that might damage it. You can do this quickly and seamlessly by getting the
best RV battery box for your power storage. This basic looking battery box does a great job in
keeping your batteries secure and protected. Enclosed to this lightweight but heavy-duty
polypropylene box, your batteries will no longer be greasy. You will also like that this dual 12v
battery box is corrosion resistant and resistant in moisture absorption. Generally safe, you will
be glad to add to its list of features that it is also heat resistant, making it ideal for long and
tiring trips to wherever the roads lead you. With its lift-off lid and durable woven straps, you can
easily carry this around. Gaining access to your batteries when you need to is very easy. All you
need to do is lift the lid, and you can easily do what you need to do. The RV battery cover is also
solid enough to stay put. With its durable woven strap and the bracket included, you can
conveniently mount it so you can keep the bottom part from being taken out. Its design also
allows you to save a few minutes because your cables can accessibly come out from any of the
two corners. Should you need to relocate your batteries or clean it, you can easily do so. As a
bonus, this dual vented battery box has some space and room to spare should you want to
make some modifications and upgrades in the future. You will never need another battery box
again. It has its seal of approval too. It looks solid from the outside because of its molded
plastic material. It also has durable handles on the side with a wide grip, making it easier for you
to carry this around should you need it somewhere other than your RV or need to relocate it.
Another feature that you will like with the Noco is its snap-lock lid. It also comes with a strap
that can securely hold the battery down either to the floor or in your designated location. This is
a great way to secure your battery when you are traveling. Another bonus, it also comes with a
hardware mount, which will work wonderfully when you are opting for a permanent installation.
You have a wide selection from batteries from group 24 and 27, UI batteries, and even 6-volt
batteries. Another reason why this RV battery box deserves a huge thumbs-up is its guaranteed
sturdiness. It is impact resistant and ideal for extreme environments. It is safe both indoors and
outdoors. It also features full-flow ventilation, which is amazing. The gases are safely released
on the multiple exit points designed on the battery box. Your cables can also run quickly on all
corners. It is tremendously tough and acid-proof. The Attwood Group 27 Battery Box also has
durable straps that can endure pounds of force, which is almost four times the Coast Guard
prerequisite. It is perfect for Series 27 batteries with a maximum height of With its larger
capacity, this polypropylene battery box can come with you anywhere you go. It is waterproof
and is well protected against the elements of nature. As mentioned, all Attwood Corporation
products including this black battery box are designed to be installed easily. The mounting
hardware is already included upon purchase. This vented RV battery box has an integrated air
gap around its perimeter between the cover and the base. The cover is also slightly enlarged on
the two corners meant for your cable or cords. The cover includes two small ventilation holes
strategically placed in the center of each of the raised somewhat corners. The outside look, as
stated, is a real stunner. It has a tab on one of the sides to lock it, and on the upper portion, you
will find a thumb hole so you can slide the cover open. On the inside, it looks clean and
organized. There are dedicated slots on the bottom of the box to hold the batteries. This
ensures that even when the road is all bumpy, the batteries will still be in place. Additionally, it
also has two aluminum straps that make lifting this off the floor easy. On the back, there are
also three free holes for whatever trailer configurations you may want. You can use these
optional holes for your battery cables. A highly recommended deep cycle battery box is

corrosion resistant, and laser cut for accuracy protection. It is also impressively resistant to
wear. You can be sure that with how it is designed, it will not trap fumes or moisture that can
damage your batteries. Batteries can be expensive, and if you lose one, you are pretty much out
of action. This is another reason why this battery box is your best choice. It is engineered to
have a secured lid assuring you that your battery is safe from theft. You also have the option to
incorporate another lock for added security. It also features hold-down straps that can repel a
force of pounds. This is nearly 4x the US Coast Guard requirement. Additionally, you will know
that this purchase will last for a long time. It has been drop tested in extreme temperatures but
still emerged as a reliable and robust battery box. For complete ease of use, this battery box
has large handles with edges that are rolled. The instructions are also molded in the inside
cover, so anytime, you can check back to validate. It also has pre-drilled cable openings enough
for cords of up to 0. Your battery will be securely locked in place as you travel. Boat owners can
also use this without worrying risking their batteries. The strap is designed thoughtfully. It is
secure, and it runs up in an opening along the sides and the bottom of the battery box. This
battery box works great, and it has plenty of room for additional tools and accessories. It is
more than capable of holding the battery in place both inland and in water. This includes your
RV, marine, and commercial equipment. This box is designed for the harshest conditions. It is
structured to withstand impacts and exposed to extreme weather conditions. The expectation
is, there would be no cracks whatsoever. So, the bumps and the accidental hits it may get while
on the road will be nothing to this robust enclosure. It is made of color stabilizers and UV
inhibitors to thwart any color fading and structural destruction. It is one of the most dependable
battery enclosures on the market today and the safest enclosure for your 6V batteries. All made
in the USA, the quality of materials used in this battery box is nothing but the highest. It can
also safeguard against contaminants like dirt, dust, gas, and oil. When it comes to design, you
will like its user-friendly yet functional approach. It has a 4-corner fastener plus a captive lid that
makes installation easy. It also has a large cable pre-drilled hole for those heavy gauge cables.
With its ventilation, your battery gasses can be released as needed using the smart exit points.
A smaller RV battery lock box from no other than RV Armour, this inch enclosure is corrosion
resistant. It can easily fit 2 Group24 deep cycle batteries without the batteries bumping or
colliding with each other. You can also use this as a dual battery box for a trailer tongue for
smaller batteries. This travel trailer dual battery box like its bigger versions will also wow you.
Thanks to its eye-catching black diamond plate aluminum make, it can be a functional display in
your RV. Furthermore, it is also laser cut for accuracy safety. Looking at it from the outside, you
will be impressed. It will be the same feedback when you lift off the lid and peek at the inside.
The inside is structured and well-thought of. It is not just the storage where you simply dump
your battery to be out of sight. Instead, it looks organized. For added convenience, this battery
box also has three holes that will work for various trailer set-ups. With its pre-drilled holes,
installation can be finished quicker than the hassles. Carrying this with you should you need to
relocate or set camp is easy. With its aluminum strap, it is simple to lift off and walk away with
it. If you want to secure it further, you can add your lock to its tab with no trouble. Again, e
regarding ease of use, this battery box is on top. It has identified spots for battery cables on its
three sides and dedicated slots for nylon battery straps. To make sure that you can immediately
get to the installation, the fasteners and the grommet are already included. Since it can be used
indoors and outdoors, including in water, you can bet that the quality and the materials used are
excellent. Some parts of this AA vented battery box are made with thick polypropylene plastic
known for being able to withstand high impact and pressure. The same is true with the box
itself. It is not one that can easily be damaged by road bumps. Additionally, four foam strips can
be placed to the curved surface of the inner joints. This is to assist the vapor or steam barrier.
This battery box knows the importance of vents to the overall performance and longevity of a
battery, thus the design. This battery box is a great housing choice for your battery. It is also
easy to set up with a battery box installation instruction included on the package. The guide
consists of diagrams, so guidelines can quickly be followed and understood. A brand that is
family-owned and has the goal of providing products with the highest quality, Tork Lift focuses
on customers in Seattle, Kent, Tacoma, Renton, Auburn, and its surrounding towns and cities.
The Power Armor is a locking aluminum battery box with security being its primary objective. Its
design is unique because of its lockable slide top, which is already included when you order
this enclosure. In addition to using it as a battery storage, you can trust this as a portable safe
for your valuables. You can just bolt it in your RV or truck, and you have one less thing to worry
about because when you come back, your battery will only be where you left it. Aside from
security, it is also very convenient and easy to access. It has an integrated entree hole in the
back where you can easily wire your electrical circuits and cables. At the same time, it also has
a unique design meant for battery ventilation. Additionally, its design makes accessing your

batteries a hassle-free activity. It works capably, and it looks good too. It comes in a vibrant
tread diamond plate with frames that are coated with black. It is a box that means business, and
it is good with what it does. The Powerhouse 12 volts battery box is a topnotch choice for your
RV. At first glance, you will automatically notice its fancy strap and the two clamps that secure
it. Your battery will be fit and snug inside this storage enclosure. No hassles, no tools
necessary. Made with polypropylene plastic, you can use this for a very long time. It can
efficiently withstand battery leaks, wain, and saltwater. When it comes to user-friendliness, this
RV battery box from Powerhouse has that as the top priority. Its lid has a cut-out on each of its
sides specifically for the negative and positive posts of the battery. You can quickly run your
cables neatly with an elegant outcome. Aside from ensuring a clean look, it also gives
importance to safety. This is a vented battery box, so potentially explosive and harmful battery
fumes can be released automatically. A well-rounded battery box for trailer, boat, and
recreational vehicle, this brand, and model is US Coast Guard approved and certified. Your
Group 24 batteries can function at its best with this box protecting it. You will be happy to know
that you can install it without any delays once you receive this. It already comes with its
mounting brackets plus a button head Phillips bolts. Just find the perfect spot, and you can
permanently mount it in your camper or trailer. You just need to find your self-tapping screw,
and you should be good to go. You should trust us and our reviews because these are all based
on the results of systematic and thorough research. We make sure that we present to the useful
information that can equip and empower you when you purchase your RV battery box. We
encourage you to get the best RV battery box for your RV with your peace of mind. You need to
be confident with your decisions and with your choice of brand and model. This is where we
come in. We want you to enjoy for many years your purchase because, like you, we are
consumers. We share the same goal of purchasing a product that will meet our expectations
and answer all our needs. You should trust us because we are here to help you achieve an
overall happy and satisfied shopping experience. You get to enjoy learning about RV battery
boxes until you take it to your next RV trip and adventure. An RV trailer battery box is a
lightweight and compact carrying case designed to protect your RV battery from getting wet.
For an RV owner who wants all parts of his recreational vehicle to be secure, an RV battery box
can be considered an essential tool. It works by housing and isolating the batteries. The goal
here is to ensure that it is protected against any unintentional or accidental damages when
driving or even while the RV is parked. It is a protected shield against ultraviolet rays, dust, and,
more importantly, against oil and water. It is also the surest way to protect the battery from
exposure to damaged or leaking batteries. You have minimal control of the rocks or any other
items that may shift or hit your RV during our travel, so with a battery box. You have one less
thing to worry about because you know that your battery is all snug and safe inside its cocoon.
It can be customized according to your needs, but overall, it should protect your battery. When
it comes to the types of RV battery boxes, there are four basic types that you can choose from.
These are a plain battery box, an RV vented battery box , a modified battery box, and a DIY
battery box. Although this is not another type of an RV battery box, this can fall under the
modified or DIY RV battery box types that are the battery box for two 12v batteries. This kind is
commonly referred to as a dual RV battery box or a double battery box. Seasoned RVers would
know the importance and advantages of using an RV battery storage box. Beginners and those
in the process of putting up their RV would need to learn a thing or two and might need a little
bit to convince them why a battery box is a necessity. Here are just some of the apparent
benefits that you can get and enjoy when you get an RV battery box to get your buy-in. Knowing
some of these benefits will give you an idea about the correct brand and model you should pick
for your RV battery box, such as a group 65 battery box. Having an RV battery box is a smart
idea. Picking the correct one, though, is another story. There are some considerations that you
need to factor in when you are shopping for your battery box. Having enough knowledge about
battery boxes can lead you in narrowing down your choices and, ultimately, picking the best
one for you and your RV with all your needs and preferences considered. Of course, some
smart features and portability are also additional aspects that you can investigate. These are
just add-ons for you. Most importantly, investigate your budget because this would hugely
dictate the direction of your purchase. The price range you have set as your limit will help you
further taper down your choices. A: Most RVers would always prefer trusted brands like Camco.
The price, durability, quality, and premiums are all rolled perfectly in a single Camco product. If
this brand is not an option for you right now, some trademarks are as popular and reliable as
you can consider. Like all products, regardless of the manufacturer, these will vary in prices
and features but can be counted on when it comes to securing your battery. A: Securing your
RV battery box is made easier because some boxes come with lids where locks can be placed.
Additionally, once securely mounted to your RV, the chance that your battery box and the

battery inside it being stolen is very slim. You can add some chains for your peace of mind too.
Thieves are discouraged when the battery box is hard to get to and remove. They want their
activities comfortable and clean. Most, if not all, battery boxes would take time and even tools to
get to, and time is not something that robbers have in luxury. There are RV lockbox dual battery
box types that you can consider when security against theft is critical. A: RV batteries need to
be vented. Did you ever wonder why some RVs and campers need to have a water refill at least
once or twice? The purpose of the water there is to help tone down the possible overheating.
The water becomes water vapor. All batteries should be vented, and you can easily do this even
if enclosed in a battery box. A vented RV battery box can help with battery overheating, prevent
battery leaks, and help extend your battery life. Most of the battery boxes have pre-drilled holes
in them to serve this purpose. Mounting it is also good, so it can keep the batteries from
ramming into one another. There are different ways of attaching the battery box to your RV, and
here are some of the ways:. Industrial strength Velcro does make things easier, including the
installation of your battery box. All you need when you follow this approach is:. A: Using a
camper battery box is very simple once it is already installed. After you have mounted your
battery box in place and your battery is all snug and comfortable inside, nothing much is
required. The battery box will do the work on its own. The only time you need to get into it
would be to regularly check to ensure that there are no cracks and to occasionally clean it.
Other than that, it would be to carry it around should relocation be needed. You can do this by
simply lifting the lid and taking the battery out either for maintenance or replacement. You just
make sure that it is installed nicely. A: Maintaining and cleaning your RV battery task would
already be part of your routine. Doing this is essential, so you can check any damage like
cracks or dents that you might not have noticed to have hit it while on the road. A: You can
purchase your battery box from your local department stores like Lowes and Walmart. The
assurance though that all stores carry this item is not guaranteed. You can also give your local
RV suppliers and accessories shop a call to check with them if they have any RV battery boxes
and what types they carry. More accessible, go online shopping and browse through Amazon
and check all their available RV battery boxes. Like any other RV owner, you want nothing but
the best for your vehicle. You want its essentials and accessories secured. This is where the
best RV battery box comes into play. With so many choices right now, you would surely find
one that meets your needs and preferences. Ensuring that your battery is secure and well
protected is a top priority, so make sure that you make wise decisions on what brand and model
to purchase. Treat it as another investment that adds value to your RV. Camco Heavy Duty
Battery Box 2. Attwood Group 27 Battery Box 4. Attwood Standard Battery Box 6. The
connection bolt is not included. The only downside of this product is you must purchase some
accessories separately like the connection cables for the top. This RV battery box would surely
exceed your expectations. The price is fair, and it does good work when it comes to protecting
your battery. Not a perfect fit for Groups 30 and 31 batteries. Worth your every penny, this
rugged and all USA made is a perfect battery box. US Coast Guard approved Easy to install
Functional design with larger capacity box Can easily fit Group 27 batteries Resistant to acid
Drop tested in extreme temperatures. Vent holes on the lid without caps. These vent holes at the
top might be a slight misstep because it allows water to creep and trickle down to the battery
itself. It will have been nicer if there are small caps included so that you can use them outdoors.
Overall, this is an excellent and high-quality battery box. Well-built and designed, this is the
right battery box that will last you for a long time. Corrosion-resistant Aesthetically beautiful
with its Gloss Black Diamond Plate Aluminium make Can easily fit Group 27 batteries Laser-cut
for accuracy protection Pre-drilled holes with self-tapping screws for a stress-free installation
Have a secure lid Good ventilation. Water can still seep during heavy rain. Although a quick fix
will be put in a layer of plastic on the lid, this can still be improved. Indeed, it is very nicely
made and has enough space not just for your battery but also for some of your accessories. It
looks nice too, which is a huge plus. Corrosion and Acid-resistant Can easily fit series 24
batteries Vented box to prevent overheating Pre-drilled holes for cables Instructions are molded
on the inside cover. Ventilation holes right on the lid. A feature that needs to be improved with
the standard Attwood battery box is the holes in the lid. Understandably, it is for air circulation,
but there is a lid with the holes. The water can still enter the battery box and drench the battery.
Sure, you can remedy it by putting something on the top and cover the holes, but with the box
all ventilated, there is no need to have holes in the lid. No drain holes. Note that this is
weatherproof and not waterproof. Water can still seep through, especially if the rains are heavy.
It is a necessary and sturdy piece of the enclosure. Sharp edges on the product. One thing that
you need to be wary of would be the sharp edges of the product. It is excellent for your
batteries; it is well-built and worth your money. Does not include any hardware. You need to
note though the package is the battery box alone and the foam strips. It will not include any

hardware, and these need to be purchased separately. This battery box works as promoted. It is
a straight-to-the-point battery box that does its job very well. Comes with a high price tag.
Heads up though, this robust enclosure comes with a hefty price. If you want quality at its best
with no regard to the budget, this is a must-try RV battery box. Meets US Coast Guard standards
Mounting brackets included Heavy-duty strap style Suitable for Group 24 batteries Easy to
access for regular check and replacement Ventilation system included Withstand battery leaks,
wain, and saltwater. It is pricey compared to its competition. One reason why some might
hesitate to get this battery box would be the price. It is more expensive as compared to the
other battery boxes on the market. This is your ultimate solution to make sure that your
batteries are protected. It works, and with its sturdy material, you can be sure that your battery
and battery box will be with you for a long time. Your browser's Javascript functionality is
turned off. Please turn it on so that you can experience the full capabilities of this site. Great
new deals every week and watch our on demand videos and live stream here! Shop RVs Shop
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